One Cyber Event is One Too Many

In today’s data driven world, organizations of all sizes are at risk for a cyber attack or data breach and one study suggests the average cost to rectify a breach has risen to over $6 million. Just one stolen laptop, one resourceful hacker, one virus or even one lost paper record can create enormous financial and reputational consequences for a business.

It may not be a question of if your organization will suffer a breach, but when. Will your clients' businesses be prepared?

Travelers Knows CyberRisk

Available for organizations of all sizes, Travelers CyberRisk is offered as a standalone policy or as part of a broad suite of other management liability coverages. CyberRisk provides a combination of coverage options, including pre-breach services by Symantec™ and access to the Travelers eRisk Hub® powered by NetDiligence® for tips and tools that may be helpful in avoiding a breach.

For whom is this right?

Organizations of all sizes from small businesses to Fortune 500 companies and every organization in between—including financial institutions and nonprofit organizations.

CyberRisk is part of the modular-designed Wrap+ Executive Liability for Private Company product. Learn more about the Wrap+ product, and log in to Big "I" Markets to submit a quote.